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Tnn crrvrnel, rR.oBLEM rN pol,rrrcAr, scrENCE ToDAy is nor the question
of methodology, as many people seem to believe, but the problem of
constructing limits to the expansion of the Leviathan state. It becomes
ever more clear that the "modern democratic state" has evolved more
along the lincs of the model that Hobbes constructed than thc one
fashioned by Locke. The idea of socialism has compounded the diftri-
culties of dclineating limits to the sphcre of state power. As the modern
democratic welfarc state has incrcased the scopc of its <lpcral.ions, bring-
ing new malerial comforts to its citizens, the statc has become more and
more monopolistic in terms of thc ptlwer it exercises ovcr the individual.
It is no exaggeration to say that we stancl in awe and fear of Lcviathan
today, for the creature we have brought into being and nurtured over
the past several hundred years now appears to be out of control,
threatening our very existence as a free society. It is to this problem,
largely ignored by contemporary political scientists, that the philosophy
of anarchism is basically directed.

The most distinctive characteristic of anarchist theory" according
to its proponents, is that it is the only modern social doctrine that
unequivocally rejects the concept of the state with its omnipresent evils
of political powcr and authority. For a time during the early years of
the American republic, Jeffersonian democracy also praised the wisdom
of setting limits to the power of government. But although Jefferson
disagreed with Flamilton as to the proper ends for which state power
might legitimately be employed, he never lvent so far as to advise its
total abolition. Anarchists view Jefferson's tendensv to cornoromise
with political power as the fatal weakness of democr:rlic theory.^ Ci]rsi
liberal democrats throughout the history of America have ;ipplauded
the wisdom of maintaining curbs and safeguards around the ixercise
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of politicai power, never once realizing that they had undertaken an
irnpossible task. In what now appears to have been one of the last
genuine efforts of liberals to keep Leviathan under control, the philo-
sophers of poiitical pluralism stoutly voiced their opposition to thc
grovring power of the state, urging that its ever increasing power ovcr
the citizen be shared with the rnajor prirnary social groupings. But as
Professor William E,rnest Hocking pointed out at the time, the pluralists
declined to take the essential step of divesting the state of its monopoly
over the instruments of force and coercion. It was totally unrealistic to
assert, as the pluralists did, that political power might be shared by
a diversity of associations within society when the state stood above
them, armed with the means to make them all subservient to its superior
will.' lt is not strange, accordingly, that the proponents of the pluralist
idea havc dropped completely out of sight, leaving behind nothing more
than a claim to be remembered as an interesting historical movement.
Nor is it strange that the idea of liberalism itself seems to be in a
moribund condition.

Whatever other faults it may possess, the idea of anarchism may
not be criticized on the grounds that it accommodates its basic prin-
ciples to the demands of power. Anarchism is distinguished from
other political philosophies, in fact, precisely because of its rejection
of power and formal organization. To reject political power, of course,
is to reject the state. Anarchism, therefore, is forced to defenctr the
difficult argument that the state ought not to exist, since its total effect
is negative rather than positive. This, obviously, is a l-lerculean task.
Yet we can find an impressive number of responsible observers to
support this contention. Perhaps the strongest indictment ever rnade
against the state was made by the historian ftrenry Thomas Buckle
when he wrote in the first volume of his History of Civiliz.ation in
England (Vol. I; New York, lB57) that "no great political improveruent,
no great reform, either legislative or executivc, has ever been originated
in any country by its rulers". Modern legislatures. to be sure, have
kept themselves busy grinding out legislative enactments. But, Buclttre
argued, any reforn-rs they have ellectecl wcre not the creation of some-
thing new and positive but the undoirrg of wrongs which were thernselves
caused originatrly by Iegislativc enactrnauts. Political science, moreover,
ought not to Iet the fact l.hal the slate has existed for a long, Iong time
influence it into thinking of the state as an absolute necessity for the
existence of social life. Those who woulcl reach u clear understanding
of the state and its nature niust nol allow themselves to be overawed
by thi: -great power and influence it presently exerts over rnen in
society.:r There ;r; no doubt, of coursc. that social life as it is notr
carried on rests heavily upon the control excrcised over people b3,
gcvernirlont. But it is erroneous to suppose that thc state i-s a natural
and inevitable aspect of social life. The fact is that the state is not
something that men create spontaneously by themselves. as Locke
suggested. On the contrary, the state does not arise from the "instinct
of association" but frora the "instinct of domination".3 The state and
its porver arise oui.side of social life and are forced upon men by their
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Ieaders who would dominate their Iives for their own purposes. Fror
as A. Bellegarigue, a follower of Proudhon, has rvritten: "Power rnust
of necessity be exercised for the benefit of those who have it and to the
injury of those who have it not; it is not possible to set it in motion
without harming on the one hand and injuring on the other."' Robert
Michels, who wrote his Political Parties more than a dozen years later,
may have been influenced by Bellegarigue when he proclaimed that
oligarchy is implicit in organized power and that a people who delegate
their authority actually abdicate their sovereignty. Any political science
that is to be worthy of its name must start from a recognition of these
conditions.

All too frequently, anarchism has been treated derisively by poli-
tical scientists. In catrling for the abolition of government and the
destruction of its monopoly of power, the anarchist appears to be a
ridiculous figure in the eya of those who are knowledgeable in the
ways and functions of political power. Political scientists, excluding
a small percentage of adamant dissenters, are generally agreed that
power is the force which causes the political world to spin about on its
axis. How, then, can anarchists expect to be taken seriously when the
main thrust of their argument is totally in contradiction to the very
foundation upon which the entire structure of modern political science
rests? Here we find that anarchists of all schoois unequivocally agree
.that the error is on the part of political scientists and not themselves.
The necessity of organizing the social world in terms of political power,
they maintain, is not a fact but a supposition. It can be demonstrated
empiricaliy, of course, that men do seek and rospond to power and
lhat it plays a significant role in hunran relalions as society is constituted
today. But anarchists charge thal wherc political r;cientists err is in
their acceptance of this assuruption as final and inevitable.

As George Woodcock perceptively u()[es, a.narchisrn, rather t-han
being a mere doctrine of polilics, is essenlially conccrned with funda-
mentai questions of a moral naturc.r' (irnscc;uently, when political
scientists claim that power is a basic "I'act" of [lre political worlc].
anarchists retort that all facts are rclalivc to the social situatioir in
question. lt may weli be that men do rcsporr<,I to power, as Ilobbes
so emphatically proclaimed. But it is also truc that their response to
power is conditioned by their acceptancs of nuthority as legitimzrte.
Let them once question the right to rule of those who command tlienr,
and the structure of power comes tumbling down under its own rveig.ht.
Today's facts, the anarchist insists, are tomorrow's dead falsehoods.

What is really at issue here is not so much whether lhere is such
a thing as politicai power as the question of whether the exercisc of
power by one individual over another can ever be called legitiilate.
Anarchists recognize full well that power is a def,nite and necessary
characteristic of all social situations. But they dral a careful distinction
between social and political power. So long as there are pec'rple tirere
will naturally exist subtle forces of social control which make li{c
possible. Anarchists deny, however, that this control must contain
an element of coercion, vrhich is lvhat transforms social force into poli-
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tical power. Viewing the world from a position of libertarian concern,
anarchists maintain that political power can never be acceptable in
their eyes because it crushes out freedom. And where freedom is
absent, social life becomes impossible.

The libertarian character of anarchist thought was clearly grasped
by Peter Kropotkin, the chief European theorist of nineteenth-century
anarchist communism. In discussing the nature of the state, Kropotkin,
taking a long view of the history of civilization. pointed out that men
from the beginning of time have fallen into one or another of two
categories.(' On the one hand are thosc who hold to the Roman or
imperial tradition, in which thcy place thcir trust in hierarchy and
formal political authority. The adherents of this view maintain that
public order is impossible without the state and that men are incapable
of governing themselves without the assistanco of formal institutions ot
social control and leadership. Where organized governrnent is absent,
the imperialists maintaitr order and liberty are also non-existent. The
cenlralization of government within the modcrn democratic sta.te has
been forced by the imperialists, for they have been highly successful
in convincing the mass of men that social life without the guiding hand
of the state is tn impossibility. Amcricans need only look as far as
their own Alexander Harnilton for a model of imperialist thought. The
other tradition Kropotkin makes mention of is the popular or federalist
tradition. If we seek a name which will convey its precise meaning,
Kropotkin wrote, we migtrt well call it "the libertarian tradition". The
libertarian, unlike the imperialist, distrusts hierarchy, authority, and
organized government. Convinced that men are naturally created for
a genuine social life, although they may not yet have attained any
significant degree of this potential, the libertarian, according to Kropot-
kin, denies that organized compulsion and force are essential to order
and peace. To the contrary, he held, human freedom is oniy possible
where men abandon the state and seek to create social life through the
principles of federalism, mutual aid, and self-discipline. For many
anarchists, especially in America, the federal principlc advanced by
Kropotkin is not essential" I3ut Kropotkin's ernphasis upon the necessity
of renouncing fornral social control by governrnent and lurning instead
to the individual as the central focus of social life is valid in the eyes
of all anarchists.

When anarchists speak of liberty as hcing fundamental to their
basic philosophy, they are not engaging irr mere rhetoric. "Liberty",
as one American anarchist wrote, o'is not a declaration, or even an
inspiration, it is a science."' Undoubtedly this is a large claim. But
we must understand that the anarchist is perfectly scrious when he
makes it. Much at Plato created an architectonic political philosophy
with justice as its keystone, so the anarchist conccives of political science
as being a body of knowledge ultimatcly devotsd to the irttainment of
human freedom. If we may believc Fierre-Joseph Proudhon, the philo-
sophy of anarchism admits of no absolutes" for it recognizes that the
social world is in flux and that no truth, therefore, can be taken as final"
Yet anarchists insist that the idea of l.ruman liberx.r,', r,vhiie it cannol
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be made an absolute, must be maintained as the highest of all human
values. Freedom, that is to say, is the essential characteristic of a fully
developed humanity. It has never yet been completely realized in any
human society that we know of. Nevertheless it must not be lost sight
of as the guiding star of all social science, for to be human is to be free.

Political scientists influenced by the writings of A. Lawrence Lowell
generally accept the view that the political sphere is divided up among
radicals, Iiberals, conservatives, and reactionaries. But thc finc dis-
tinctions Lowell thought he saw have little substance in the eyes of
the anarchist. For the anarchist there are basically two, and only two,
political persuasions. Over against libertarianism, he would place
authoritarianism. The anarchist, or libertarian, is essentially anti-
authoritarian in viewpoint. Where liberals, reactionaries, and even
some so-called radicals, such as the state socialists, accept the authority
possessed by the state as essential to the maintenance of the social order,
anarchists insist that all authority of a political nature be abolished.
Here we must note that anarchism defines authority as the "power of
coercion of one person over another".s As one reads deeper into the
intricacies of anarchist literature, it becomes evident that the authority
of moral values, ideas, and aesthetic inspiration is not regarded with
the same disdain as is politrcal and religious authority. Much mis-
understanding of anarchist philosophy stems from the circumstance
that most people overlook this fine distinction.

In his lecture on Herbert Spencer delivered in the Sheldonian
Theatre at Oxford on June 7, 19()6 (reprinted in F-or Liberty: An
Anthology for Revolt, ed. H. Bool and S. Carlyle [London, n.d.]),
Auberon Herbert, the noted English anarchist, pointed out that most
of the confusion which is found in the area of political thought is attri-
butable to the fact that those who seek power are unable to remain
true to tho great principles of humanity. Those who truly value free-
dom, Herbert suggested, must never allow themselves to be enticed by
the idea that political power can be used to establish Iiberty among
men. There is unanimous agreement among anarchists on this point.
Max Nomad, himself something of an anarchist, gives expression to
this view when he writes that all political organizations desire "to
maintain [their] power at any price; a desire which can truly be called
the 'original sin' of all politics and all politicians, whether conservative
or revolutionary'o.e No anarchist worthy of the name, then, can ever
allow himself to embrace the theory that political power and organiza-
tion can be employed to establish liberty within society. It is not
merely that men are corrupted by power, as liberals Iike Acton believe.
When one opts for power, he chooses the way of authoritarianism
rather than the way of libertarianism. Anarchists steadfastly assert that
all social science must remain a hopeless confusion so long as me.n
persist in accommodating social science to the facts of power. Those
who continue to view society as resting inevitably upon compulsion
must forever remain impotent in any meaningful realization of freedom.
They may pile "scientific statement" upon "scientific statement", but
they will never reach the promised land of free society. Only the
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libertarian-the individual who dares to think in terms of informal
social control-can be taken seriously regarding his desire to see liberty
reaiized upon earth.

Anotfier of the flagrant misconceptions of anarchist theory which
have stood in the way of an intelligent understanding of its nature is
the notion that anarchists would do away entirely with all forms of
social organization. C. Northcote Parkinson gives us a classic example
of this in his assertion that "anarchy. if it can be termed a form of rule,
rneans the refusal of a large number to be ruled at all".10 It is this
misconception which leads to the often expressed bias that anarchy is
synonymous with the breakdown of law and or<-ler. But it is emphatically
not true that anarchists advocate the abolition of all forms of organ'
ization. Some of the more extrenre individualists, such as William
Godwin, have maintained that any conscious organization of society is
to be avoided at all costs. But most collcctivists, zrnd a great many of
the individualists as well, have recognizcd tho nccessity of some form
of social machinery to carry on the a{Iairs of clay-to-day living. But
adrninistration in an anarchist society would bc fundamentally different
from administration in existing society. Consistent with the anarchist's
insistence that liberty be the critcrion by which all things are measured,
all social organization would of necessity have to be a free organization
rising spontaneously from the natural social disposition of men.11
Anarchists do not suppose for a minute that all men would ever live
in harmony without the disrupting conflicts which from time to time
set one man or group of meu against another. They do maintain, how-
ever, that the settlement of conflict must arise spontaneousl'/ from the
individuals involved themselves and not be irnposed upon them by an
external force such as government.

The anarchist's concepLion of freedorn derives from his conception
of man. Refusing to engage itr either a theological or "scientiftc" con'
demnation of human nature, the anarchist maintains that no science
of human society is possible that does not rest upon the assumption
that man possesses an unlimitecl potential for growth and development'
Without engaging in any questionable exercises in metaphysics, the
anarchist nevertheless argues that a free society is only possible where
1"here is widespread agreement that man is by nature a free being.
"Without the idea of a free man, the anarchist idea falls to the ground:
because the future society cannot exist, or its beginnings be ntrrtured,
without him."1' When the rnodern anarchist speaks of freedom, he
has in mind the central problem of contemporary life. which is the
problem of retaining one's identity in a world in which individuality
becomes progressively more difficult to maintain. Proudhon was arnong
the {irst anarchists to realize that there is a basic conflict between the
interests of the individual and the mass. A man is an individual to the
€xlent that he gives basic priority to the demands of his own nature
regarding truth and social good. He may and should submerge his own
private interests to those of his social group olr occasion, But when he
does so. he should not abandon his social principles, which are really
the substance of his personatr identit5i. Wtren one atrandons himself
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tctally to a group, he automaticaliy becomes an integral part of the
rnass, thereby losing all ciaim to the distinctions wirich set him apart
from others. And these distinctions invariably have to do with the
demands of social life, for the individual is by nature a social being.
Let us not troop off in pursuit of the mass, Proudhon urged, for the
mass never knows where it is going. The anarchist society can only
corne about as the consequence of individuai action. I)avid Thoreau
Wieck sums up the anarchist viewpoint in this regard when he wriies:
"When we say, people can become free only by will, only by acts of
freedom, we are not juggling words. We mean that freedom is nol
rnerely the absence of restrictions-it is responsibility, choice, and the
free assumption of social obligations."t3

What distinguishes anarchism from other ideologies and gives it
prestige in the eyes of its advocates is the claim that only anarciri:in.r
proposes to organize society without regard to the "crippling destructive
principles of power, monopoly-pr"operty, and lyar".'o Most revolu'
tionary ideologies, according to thc logic ot Lhis argi"rment, have gone
astray at the point at which they attempted to savc socicty from di:stroy-
ing itself by giving certain individuais porvr:r in orclcr to organi;t,: l.he
"right kind" of institutions. But such thinl<ing, according io ihe
anarchist, is fatal to thc rcvolutionary oause. ,\,i s,xrn as lcadcrs,rrise
to lead the people, frceclonr has bccn krsl-. Iror hurerrucrnr.:y clenrands
that the will of indivicluals and sponl"lrnoous gr()ups bc suborulinal,e to
the will of the larger organization. -l'hroughout history. revolutbn after
revolution has demonsl.rated Lhc l'ailure of ail schcruos to l;avc society
by the introduction of fornral organizirtion ancl powcr.

This is one of the most widely nrisunderstood aspects of the eniire
anarchist frame of reference. Anarchism. as its pr:oponents see it, docti
not advocate any particular form of organization for society but onll'
an "idea". And this idea is characterized by the conviction that the
highest human value is freedom. No social action is legitimate in the
eyes of the anarchist that does not aim at the greatesl possible liberation
of man's creative potential. One becomes an anarchist at the point at
which one accepts this idea, and dedicates himself to its realization.
Anarchism, therefore, supports no utopian plans for the future, llor
is it capable of drawing a blueprint of the particular srages oi social
development which are to take place in the future. It rests its case on
the fundamental assumption that a society of free men r,vill spontaneously
and invariably create a common life which reflects the anarchi:;t vatrue
of freedom. To premeditate or plan the evolution of such a society is.

impossible. Liberal democracy has also argued that its ultimate goal
is the attainment of human freedom. tsut there is an essential distinclion
between these two conceptions of freedom. The iiberal democrat, con-
vinced that the state is an institution capabie of being utilized for the
good of mankind, has subscribed to the view that the power of govern-
ment is a positive factor in the attainment of huia*n lreedom. Rut
the anarchist takes exactly the opposite view. For hini, forinai liovern-
ment and political power are predorninantly negatlve and incapable of
being employed for good ends. In the anarchist view of things, the
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distinction between the democratic and authoritarian forms of the state
is unrcal. For both of these kinds of states are increasingly called upon
to use coercion in one form or another for the realization of their ends.
There is, of course, a difference in the dcgrce to which each of them
resorts to thc use of force in the struggle for survival. But this quan'
titative difference is largely irrelevant in terms of individual frcedom,
for democratic states, when hard pressed, inevitably become authoritarian
in their methods.

It is undoubtedly a large claim to a$sert, as George Woodcock
does, that "anarchism is the only true doctrine of frecdom".l5 Yet the
asscrtion cannot be dismissed lightly. For when anarchists such as
Woodcock argue that anarchism has a special claim to frccdom, they
support their argument with impressivc evidence drawn from the annals
of-contemporary social science. Consider, for example, Herbert Read's
rejection of both communism and liberal democracy on the grounds
that since they both resort to the delegation of authority and the imposi'
tion of formal coercive law for the maintenance of social order, they
both ultimately lead toward totalitarianism.l( One may argue against
this, of course-that the rule of law is superior to the rule of force as
a means of settling difierences of interest and opinion among men.
But this argument begs the question. It is undoubtedly true that law
is superior to force as a social technique. Yet law is not necessarily
the best method available to men in the matter of establishing social
order. "Law," as Bertrand Russell points out, "is too static, too much
on the side of what is decaying, too little on the side of what is
growing."'? Law, moreover, ultimately rests upon the principle that
those who do not observe it will be coerced into doing so. So long as

men voluntarily co-operate with the law, law is effective in maintaining
freedom. But in those instances in which men arc unable to bring
thcmselves to obey the rules of political society, Iaw quickly changes
its nature and becomes sheer coercion and tyranny from the point of
vicw of the individual who is being made to obey. This is why
anarchists remain completely disenchanted with the idea of law.

Undoubtedly the primary reason why the anarchist idea has been
so seriously distorted over the years is that it is essentially a revolutionary
theory and therefore something to be feared by the general public.
Like Marxism, it calls for the destruction of the state and an end to the
domination of the worker and citizen by the politician and capitalist.
Unlike the Bolsheviks, however, anarchists have no illusion that poli-
tical power can be used for the attainment of revolutionary -ends.l8
One of the persistent problems faced by all movcments of reform is
the question of social guidance and dirrction. After a successful coup,
in which power is wrested from the hands of a corrupt clite, the masses
invariably turn to their own revolutionary leadership for guidance.
Never before having expericnced freedom, people do not know how
to act when it is suddenly thrust upon them. And the leaders in turn
arc happy to take direction of the revolutionary fervour and direct it
into prearranged channels, for the revolutionary lcader, despite all his
talk about the beauty ard rightncss of liberty, is always secretly fearful
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that the masses may get out of hand and run amok. Consequently, the
history of revolution is the story of one failure after anothei, so iar as
freedom is concerned. The answer to this problem, according to the
anarchist approgc[ is to refuse to think of revolution as a political
phenomenor. It is not possible to obtain social justice by r6placing
one kind of tyranny by another, as the Bolsheviks did in their'revdtutionA true social revolution, according to Proudhon, one of the most
authoritative spokesmen for anarchist theory, must never be constructed
on a foundation of hierarchy and leadership. "Radicals will have to
re*ognize that only a decentralized society-both politically and emno-
mically-which has no need for leaders can be Classless;-that central-
ization invariably requires leaders, and therefore stratification."le The task
the anarchist has taken upon himself is to begin to lay the foundations
o,f_a decentralized, free society within the structure of the existing one.
What anarchism urges is a complete rejoction of the authoritarian-prin-
ciple wbich conditions people to look toward leaders for guidance. 

-The
natures of modern goyernment and warfare being what they are, it is
imperative that the main thrust of resistance to organizationai fife come
from individuals who are capable of directing ihemselves. In this,
anarchism reaches back to Thoreau, Ballou, Tucker, Emerson, Whitman,
arnd a host of other poets and philosophers who have always stressed
the importance of individual no[-violent action against [-evir*han.

Modern atomic war makcs anarchisls of us all, thc anarchist argues.
To a much greater extcnt than nrost peoplc rcalize. itnarchism and
the peace movemcrrt are int.rical.ely bound up with each other within
the context of American culturc and havc always inlluenced each other
to new theoretical and tactical devclopmcnts. it has becn argued that
the denominator cornmon to all analchists is that no anarihist can
possibly engage hirnself in warfare or support a government. that does
so.2' Some of the Iirst Americans to cleaily grasp the meaning of the
idea of anar,chy were members of the Ameiican ieace movem6nt who
came to realize that modern warfare, from the French revolution on,
bequeathed to every citizen the "right" to flght and die for the state.2l
with the advent of atomic warfare, it becarie even more evident that
the state, despite-all the physical goods it may provide the individual
citizen in time of peace, is blind io all morar'aid social values other
than those necessary to its own survival when war becomes rearitv. As
Rarrdolph- Bourne, one of America's most illustrious anarchisis, has
written, "War is the health of the state", by which he meant that the
only way the state can justify its existence is to involve its citizens in
the insanity of war. No anarchist, to the extent that he has remained
true to his convictions, has ever admitted the legitiniacy of war.
Wilfredo Pareto expressed this same conclusion some tlhirty years earlier
when he wrote to Benjamin Tucker, the American anarciriit, that ..the
real opposition of system comes from those who believe that the t upp"
ness of a people_d-oe.s t9t consist in conquest, but in liberty, jusiite,
and economic well-being".r,

Ma, is a social being who can only realize the fruition of his
creative potential in association with his fellow beings. But unfortun-

ft
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ately, anarchists maintain, modern social developments have led to the
atrophy of old "forms of community" in which man's social capacities
found free and natural expression. No Ionger is it possible for the
individual to be himself, trusting his fellow man and in turn being trust-
worthy to those to whom he owes social fidelity. Modern life, reflecting
the influences of such unnatural phenomena as nationalism and capi-
talism, has caused an imbalance to take place in the delicate social
mechanism which motivates the individual. It is from this fact that
the irony of contemporary social life stems. The world has become
insane because the individuals who make it up have been socially and
spiritually alienated from one anothcr. 'Ihe individual is asked to take
up arms against his fellow man and destroy him for the sake of estab-
lishing peace and brotherhood. Or the citizcn is cncouraged to join a
political party and capture the power of govcrnnrent for the ostensible
purpose of establishing social order. [n each instance the individual is
required to violate his natural social propcnsitics always for the sup-
posed good of all humanity. Having bcen conditioned by several
centuries of this kind of chaotic reasoning, thc human being, according
to the anarchist, is incapable of s<llving his problems through the exer-
cise of any conventional social solution such as parliamentary derno-
cracy. What modern society requires, according to the anarchist, is
the far-reaching solution proposed by anarchism.

This is not l.o suggest that anarchism proposes all easy for:mula
for the reform of sociel.y. To the contrary, anarchism refuses to even
concern itself with the practicalities of reform. Many poorly informcd
observers condemn anarchism as a political theory because it fails to
set forth a detailed plan for the implementation of the utopia it sup-
posedly holds out to us. But anarchists refuse to acknowledge the
validity of utopian thinking, nor will they accept the responsibility for
providing society with a detailed scheme for its reformation. Anarchisrn,
to be sure, is oriented toward the future and is wholly in accord with
the notion that contemporary life is inadequate and unsatisfactory from
the point of view of the individual. Yet anarchism as a social theory
is valid in the eyes of the anarchist whether or not it ever produces
any practical results. For arnrchism directs itself at the individual and
not at the mass. It is a "way of life" which makes it possible for the
individual to transcend the physical restrictions and limitations he finds
himself surrounded by. Anarchism may well be incapabie of radically
changing social life instantaneously and perfectly. But it does offer a
way out for the sensitive individual who finds conventional social and
moral standards superficial and unworkable. As every an;rrchisl fror:r
William Godwin to Paul Goodrnan has realized, anarchism can only
appeal to the mass of people after it har; convinced the indivicluais of
which society is composed, one by one.

Anarchists stand in basic disagreernent rvil.h political scientisls such
as David Spitz who argue that one must either seize and v,,ield poiitical
power in his own defence or risk being destro),ed by it as a cons€queuce
of his inaction.'?s lVhile it is true that political power wili not evaporate
overnight, it cannot be maintained that the choice before us is as one-
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sided as Spitz makes it appear. Why can we not divide power by
working toward its decentralization, with the view in mind of making
it responsive to the individual human beings who are now controlled
by it? Power, anarchists insist, remains political only so long as men
persist in solving their social and economic problems through the ex-
pedient of coercion in the hands of the state. Where men voluntarily
co-operate to solve their own problems by themselves, the nature of
power is miraculously transformed.

Fundamental to the anarchist view is the conviction that it is poli-
tical authortty itself-the very foundation of the contemporary state-
which causes the social damage we must contend with. Men have
become so habituated to thinking of thc state as essential to their well-
being that they find themselves enslaved by it. Erich Fromm gives a
succinct statement of this problem when he writes:

"The division between the comnrunity and the political stale has
led to the projection of all social feelings into the staie, which thus
becomes an idol, a power standing over and above man. Man submits
to the statc as the embodiment of his own social feelings, which he
worships as power zrlienated from hinrself; in his private life as an
individual he sullers from the isolalion and aloneness which are the
necessary result of this separation. The v,rorship of the state can only
disappear if man takes back the social powers into himself, and builds
a community in which his s<tcial I'eelings are not somcthing adcled to
his private existence, but in which his privatc and social existence are
<>ne and the samc."2a

The sentiments Fromm oxpresscs here are in substantial agreement
with Malatesta's assertion that "to abolish authority or government
does not mean to destroy the individual or collective forces which are
at work in society, or the influence men exert over one another".2s
Anarchists conceive of authority as a basically coercive instrument b5r

which those who are successful in acquiring power force the mass of
men to do their bidding. "The people", to be sure, are no longer corn-
pelled to slave in the erection of pyramids or other moounlents to the
conceit of their rulers, but they are forced to fight national wtrrs and
support economies which are not to their own best interests. And the,.,z

do this not from free choice but because they have been conditioned
to think of their duties to government in absolute terms. The state
has maintained a monopoly of political power for so Iong ihat men
can no longer imagine a situation other than one they are presently in.
This conditioning starts in early childhood and continues throughout
life, resulting in the totalitarianism we see evervwhere about us today.
But as both Fromrn and Malatesta point out, social life begins at the
point at which rnen, either individually or in groups, determine to go
it on their own without the control exercised over 1.hem by their govern-
ments. To break with authority and assert one's human independence
is a thoroughly anarchistic act. It is a declaration tha1. one has con-
fidence that he possesses the power and resources of his basic nature
and that social life is possible without the "benevolent" hand of the
state. Considered from the point of view of the individuatr, it is a
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monumental decision involving a profound psychological transformation.
No longer may the individual think of the state as a strong father flgure
which will tead trim to security and ease. To the contrary, he must
think of it as basically an obstacle in the path of his social development
which must be removed before progress can begin.

There was a time when anarchists tended to visualize the act of
revolution as a cataclysmic event which would sweep away the accumu-
lated corruption of the ages and liberate the mass of workrng people
immediately. But anarchists no longer think in such terms. The social
revolution,-all now generally agree, will not be somcthing strlden and
complete in itself but a long evolutionary proccss arising in the will of
individual persons and spreading to others through the techniques of
education and example. Basic to the social revolution is the trans-
formation in attitude which will have to take place in the minds of
individuals regarding the phenomenon of power. Where men tend
today to think- of power in terrns of organized force and compulsion,
they must come to think of it as an act of voluntary co'operation
ainied toward social creativity. The concept of power, as Erich Fromrn
points out, has a double meaning.!(' On the one hand it signifies force
and compulsion for the purposes of domination over others. On the
other, power may be defined as the o'potency" not to dominate others
but to carry out socially crealive acts through co-operatiotr ancl
accommodation. Power in this second sense ts only possible in a
society made up of healthy individuals who are capable of living with-
out resort to force and extern;il ailthority. Vcry few of us at preseni.
of course, are equipped with the interna.l fortitude that the anarchist
solution demands. But anarchism, sinco it docs nol clepen'J upon the
seizure of power, as other revolutionaty theories do, can l:gically
advocate a programme <lf social retrrellion aimed toward thc gradual
but persistent transformation of tlre social conditions within society by
genuine non-violent means. Denying lhat politicatr powcr can over be
employed for hurnan good" yel cognisant that the vast majori';y of mon
at any given time will be unable to sce the logic of this argLrmenl, the
anarchist, following Proudhon, puts himself in permanent opposition
to injustice and inequality wherever and whenever he meets it. The
anarchist, to be sure, is thus torever on the defensive anctr can hardly
expect to win any decisive victories. Yet, unlike the liberal, who is
apt to be thoroughly corrupted by the power he naively sceks [o wield
for good ends, the anarchist is not likely to follow tltc siren cail to his
own destruction. This is why anarchism sets no store rvhatever iu
utopianism, for it recognizes full well that human perfection is not
likely to be ever attained on this earth. As Plato so well demonstrated
at the ver:y beginning oi political philosophy, man's thirst for power
and his subsequent corruption is a perennial problem born anew wittr
each generation of men. It is as futile to hope for utopia as it is to
accept the moral imperfection that presently characterizes mankind as
permanent reality. Anarchists propose instead that we mounl "a
permanent protest against all forms of un-freedom and inequality,
regardless of the slogans under which they are hiding their predatory
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essence".27 Such a course of action, to be sure, is likely to produce
a Iong train of martyrs, and this is indeed the story of the anarchist
idea. But it has also produced some of the mosd perceptive social
critics that have graced the modern social scene.

To be an anarchist. then, is not to overturn the state by force and
violence but to reject the use of force and violence as a means of
maintaining social order. Thus conceived, the philosophy of anarchism
becomes a rich and fertile area of imaginative-social peiception which
political science has not yet discovered to any great extent. Those poli-
tical scientists who dare to take seriously its admonitions conceriring
freedom and power may well reap a rich reward, saving us from the
cul-de-sas in which we now seem to be caught.

@ 1969 by The Univcrsity of Chicago. All rights reserved.
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OBSERYATIONS O}{ ANAR.CF{Y 108:

BIG FLAME FLICKER.ING

I WOU;p LrKE TO MAKE a few general colnlllcnls about ANARCI{Y 108.

It was il very fine issue, well written and much to.thepoint.-
My owir school of anarchist thought is slill that of anarcho'

syndicalism, though in this country it fails to tahe ils classical form.
From this standp-oint, I feel that many more such issLles of airaRcnv
would be of gr6at value to the formation of libertarian patterns of
thought g*ne.oily. Worker control is very much the "in" issue at the
mom"ent,"and as anarchists we have a good-historical record here at least'

However, as many different coriceptions of what worker control
is, and how it could be achieved, exist as forn:r the left political spec-

trum on all other issues. To a libertarian. with our concept of direct
workef control and organisation, most other concepts are rnanagerial
in application.

Even the liberal social democrats now talk of participation.
As working people become less involved in production, and fewer

people are invdlved in producing more, this issue becornes crucial. In
yeais to come we wilt itt become unproductive and have all our needs

iaken care of ugh. The class str:uggle exists;. one ,need not
advocate it, but are we forced to take part in it? The only way to
end it is by the creation of a free society.

We must stress and develop our concept of worker control' One
cannot just ignore the GEC/AEI a{Tair, for whatever reasons it failed.
The faiiure, Tor me, proves many things, but most of all, the bureau-
cratic and traditional approach of most concerned. From the top
management to the shop-floor, it was a mass acting-out. One can only
hope the militants at least have lgarnt many lessons.- It may interest readers to know that a new rank-and-file paper
called The- Big Flame is about to be iaunched on Merseyside. For all
I wish it luck, I fear that the editor will have a similar conception of
the rank and file, etc., as the GEC Action Committee.

Liverpool 17 vINCENT JoHNSOI'I

Amarohy is Peuolution
BICTIARD $IMON$OH

The Basis of the Revolution

KnoporrrN in Mutual Aid has demonstrated that a fundamental basis
of nature is co-operation. His thesis has been supported by evidence
from the study of animal behaviour, which has been well substantiated
by present day biologists and animal behaviourists, so tlmt with regard
to aninals the evidence seems quite conclusive. Lle also has given
exarnpies of co-operation in man of all epochs.

Feeling that the evidence from animal beha.riour and anthropology
has been sufficiently discussed with regards to co-operaiion, I shall not
discuss it here. Rather I wish to present evidence fronr another source
of study-tliat of developmental psychology. While co-operation is not
an innate trait of man, it is ncvertheless developed in early' cliildhood.
Piaget states, "A third stage appears betwcen 7 and 3. which lve shall
call the stage of incipient co-operation."t 'Ulre third siagr: of child
development is preceded by two earlier stages. "During the first stage
rules are not yet coercivc in characlcr, cithcr [rccuuso th*y are purely
motor, or else (at the beginning of the cgoccrilric stage) because they
are received, as it were, unconsciously, ancl as interesting exainples
rather than as obiigatory realities. During ihe second stage (apogee of
egocentric and first half of co-operating stage) rules are regarded as
sacred and untouchable, emanating from adults and lasting forever.
Every suggested alteration strikes the child as a transgression."2 And
the third stage, which is characterized by co-operaLiolr, is described as
follows. "Finally, during the third stage, a ruie is looked upon as a
law due to mutual consent, which you must respect if you want to be
Ioyal but which it is permissible to alter on the condition of enlisting
general opinion on your side."3 Piaget presents considerable detail in
describing this development of the chiid tc.r the condition of being
co-operative. And it is this condition that is considered to be the
norrnal form of social equilibriurn for as he states, "As soon as tho
individual escapes from the domination of age, he tends tovrards co-
operation as the normal form of social equilibrium."* But co-opera-
tion, whereby all those in the group can participate in the formulation
of rules which are so necessary for social organization, implies equality
and rnutual respect for if equality and mutual respect docs not exist
then neither does the condition of co-operation."

While I believe that co-operation has been demonstrated as an
important and fundamental principle of nature, co-operation and mutual
respect are not the only factors controlling man's behaviour; there also
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exist those of constraint and unilateral respect. Even though co-
operation and mutual respect are developed in all men those social
relationships based on these factors have not been extended to all men
by all men. Rather man has tended to form groups and to differentiate
one group from another within the human species. It is within the given
group that the factors of co.operation and mutual respect operate. With
regard to what is considered the out group there may exist constraint
and either mutual hostiiity or unilateral respect. This situation certainly
exists between young children and their parents. This same social
relationship also finds its expression in adult life. It is therefore on
the basis of the formation of groups, which being perceived as different,
rnake possible the corruption and oppression under which rnan groans.

Such differentiation only makes oppression possible; it does not
rnake it inevitable. Contrary to George Bernard Shaw's belief" Kropot-
kin did recognize the importance of man's internalization of cr.rltural
values for he states, 'oBut side by side with these customs, ncccssary
to the life of societies and the preservation of the race, other desires,
other passions, and therefore other habits and customs, are evolved in
human association. The desire to dominate others and impose one's
own will upon them; the desire to seize upon the products of the
labour of a neighbouring tribe; the desire to surround oneself with
comforts without producing anything, while slaves provide their master
with the means of procuring every sort of pleasure and luxury. ."'
To counteract these desires and passions those of co-operation, mutual
aid, and mutual respect must be promoted. While moral teaching is
of value in this aim, it will be quite ineffectual for the majority of men
where it is not supported in the daily Iife and institutions of the society.
Communities such as the kibbutzim in fsrael, The Society of Brothers
and Twin Oaks in the United States, provide not mereiy an exarnpie
of an alternative way of life but, more important, provide institutions
and societies where mutual aid and co-operation, which are so necessary
to the life of societies and the preservation of the race. can be prac-
tised. Kropotkin has well recognized the importance of culture and
the role institutions play in establishing and supporting the culture
for it is only through''.-. . the institutioi itself , ac{iig in such a way as
to make social acts a state of habit and instinct"," that we are to be
effectual.

Not only are such communities as are mentioned above and
alternative institutions necessary for providing an environment in which
that behaviour based on co-operation and mutual respect can be
manifested and strengthened, but they are also necessary for providing
lhe foundations of a new wzry of life, a new social order-an anarchic
social organization-after the old order has crumbled and the revolution
has taken place.

The Revolution

From the anarchist point of view all revolutions have been failures
because they have resulted in the establishment of a government. They
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have not brought about the anarchic social organization-a grouping
of politically autonomous communes occupying an area of land not
ruled over by a central authority. From the socialist point of view
we have had some successful revolutions in the twentieth century.

The fundamental difference between the anarchist communists
and the Marxists is the order in which events occur. Marxists argue
that first we have the revolul.ion and then the establishment of free
associations and communes. The anarchist communists argue that first
we must have the communes ancl free associations and then the revo-
lution. Unless we have firsl. provided the social organizations ready
to take over the functions of go..,ernment, the revolution can change
the structure of the society bul il. cannot eliminate the government for
some rneans must be available io change the structure and the only
other means is the government. Once a government is established it
acquires an interest in the maintenance of itself for its own sake and
will not voluntarily dissolve itself. Thus the necessity and desirability
of revolutions. Regardless of how well intentioned the revolutionaries
are in their intentions to establish anarchy if by their acts another
government is created we shall have to have another revolution to over-
throw the new government and we can even go so far as to say ". . . out-
side of anarchism there is no such thing as revolution".e

It should be obvious from this last statement that revolution is
not authoritarian. For if it were then anarchisrn would also be
authoritarian-an idea which is obviously ludicrous. The revolution
which has resuited in the establishment of anarchism has deprived no
one of any freedom, not even lhe freedom to dominate one's fellow
man, if suc:h an appellation can be given to such an act. For those
who prefer the authoritarian t.ype of society let them go and establish
their commune on such a basis. tt is my belief that where the people
are psychologically and physically free to choose, that is where they
are possessed of the necessary information about the different com-
munes and can move to any one of them, there will be few masters
and fewer slaves. If the environnrent is so structured that the principle
of mutual aid is not obstructed in its expression and practici it will
be practised broadly.

+l
t.
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Programmed instruction
amd lihertariam educatEam
KEIIH PATOil

I suarr, rrrRST DrsposB of the bugbear of "irupersonality" which
supposedly attaches to programmed instruction and teaching nrachines.
Apart from the fact that books and television nre also "impersonal",
the argument fails when one considers thc real situalicin in schools
and classrooms, not the warm human personalised atmosphere that is
normally invoked against the cold "impersonal" machine. Writers iike
Willard Walter' and Jules Henry2 have shown us how the conditions
for the survival of the teaching role-system are a nightrnarish insensi-
tivity in which the teacher comes across only as his role, and not as a
person at ail. F-urthermore, the rare or frequent deviations and
friendliness are generaliy purely instrumental: the better to t'nanipulate
the children. This phoney freedom has been brilliantly anai3zsed by
Erich Fromm3 in his introduction to Neill's Sumrnerhill, ancl by
Marcuse" with his concept of "repressive tolerance'". Baran and
Sweezy5 cite a case where a prominent American university had given
a Ph.D. to the writer of a thesis on "The Use of Slniling and Laughter
to Increase Teacher Effectiveness". If people are concct'ncd to reify
themselves to this extent, their jobs are better done by n-lachines.
Moreover, machines are incapable of subtly transmitting expectations
of failure to children from "deprived" hornes or to children labelled
as unintelligent.6 Add to this the virtues of individual atlention, con-
stant interchange and the abolition of much time-consuming drudgery
and the case for teaching machines would appear to be strong.

Ira S. CohenT notes that B. F. Skinner has consistcntly emphasised
that teaching machines are merely supposed to do better rvhat are
aiready the goals of the teachor. In the first place there is constant
interchange in a closed feedback system (unlike the open-ended systems
such as a book or a television). In the second place there is the good
teacher's insistence that a given (sic) point be understood before the
pupil moves on. Thirdly there is the good teacher's presentation of
just that material for which he knows the student is ready. Fourthly
there is immediate correction or reward from the teacher after the
pupil has tried. Teaching is thus a step-by-step imparting of cognitive
material during which the (active, knowledgeable) teacher "shap€s" or
moulds the (reactive, ignorant) child to the required specifications. If
this model of education is valid, if human beings are but clever pigeons,
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then again there is no doubt that machines can achieve- far greater'
results-than conventional teaching. Give every child his Socrates and
let the programme roll.

gui ttrit is just the point: Socrates didn't teach, he inquired. The
Socratic method is rnt i'answer-pulling", but its antithesis. Opposed
to the Skinnerian reactive model of man, we need a model emphasising
freedom and creativity. Once we are clear on our educational philo-
sophy and psychology, we can look again to programrned instruction
to see if it is compatible.

Man is an a?aptive organism-in-environment. Because of this
transaction, man is a iearning -animal. "Bircls fly, {ish swim; rnan thinks
and learns. Therefore we-do not need to tmolivate' children into
learning, by wheedling, bribing or bullying. We do not need lo-keep
picking- away at theiiminds to make iure they are learning"'" He is

ioustaitly r-eceiving feedback from the real wotld in the success or
faiiure ot' his ventuies on it. "To fintl out how reality works. he works
on it."'' By remaining open to the real woLld, toierating ambiguity
and uncertainty, we cin ieceive as much information about the reai
world as possible, and if we are healthy (not il' wo are extra-specially
o'creatir,e') and can think with the style of a child. the solution works
itself out in our subconscious because all the elernents are there.lo If
we iiirpose a grid of words on the worid, il' wc slructure ii according
to a binary model. then we are artilicially irilpoverishing the total in-
formation ivailable to our prcblenr-soivilg laculties. Incleed, if this is

the case, logicai analysis arid manipulation is lhc only cognitive rnode

available to us: "reality" wor:ks nlec|anically because jt is no. longer
reality. The reality we relatc to as "prtrctical-sensuous"'r existences
is infinitely more iomplex, and only intuitivc oI creative thought can

hit on the solution. If- we serl thc world wrong, making premature and
rigid "ciosures" on problems, we are going to live in a state of perma-
ndnt frustration-the world will be our prison because our dominant
cognitive mode will screen out half thc world. Ii' our perceptions are
lesi verbal and dichotomous, if our hcads are heaithy (creative reason),
then we will be free to achieve our inl.cntions in a world we are in
intimate touch with.

We shail also be in touch wilh ourselves. Man is a growing
animal. That is to say his transaction witir the world is both natural
and necessary. Harlowl2 has convincingly demonstrated th€ explorative,
manipulative urges in monkeys by leaviirg puzzies in their cage. The
*onlieys wouldllay for the sake'of playini and their behaviour could
not be'understood in relation to rewards and punishments. Analogous
to this Funktionslust (enjoyment in functioning,living as sufficient motive
for life) is the child's curiosity. "The child is curious' He wants to
make sense out of things, finri out how things work, gain competence
and control over himself and his environment, do what he sees other
people doing. He is experimental. He does not -merely observe
ihe 

.wortO 
arlund him, but tastes it, touches it, lifts it. bends it, breaks'

it. To flnd out how reality works. he works on it. E{e is bold.:"r}
Thus not only is this the wiy that children do leatn, as was posited in
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the previous paragraph, but this is the way they want to and can learn.
But this cuts right across the officiai notibn of education: where

do teachers come in? Holt again says, "The learner, young or old, is
the best judge of wiat he should leain next. In our strugg'ie to make
sense out of life, the things we most need to Iearn are the things we
most want to learn. Curiosity is hardly ever idle. When we learn
this way we learn both rapidiy and peiman€ntly."re This insistence
that all of us-not teachers-or bosses or programmes-know best what
w-e need to know, appears to run counter to common experience. "What
about the child who wants to read Beanos all day long?"

Abraham Maslowls notes that a monkey, Iefrto itself in an environ-
ment with eygry s-ort of food available will."naturally" pick a balanced
diet. So will children-that is healthy children whb fave been given
freedom. The disjunction between what is of iitl.crest to the child and
what is in his interests (as determined by thc philosopher-kings) is
central to behavioural psychology, mainstream plogrammed learning
theory,- and also to orthodox educational philmophy. "The child-
centred teacher who believes in liberty has, therefoie, like the parent,
the moral problem of choosing betwi:en letting children pursue their
interests, which may not be in their interest, and getting them to pursue
what is in their interest."16

But again we seem to be flying in the face of common sense.
"What about bed-time? Parents have to lay down the law on that at
least." Not at all: the healthy child is seniitised to his own body, to
his own needs for food. sleep, exercise, etc. By providing ext6rnal
authority, we teach him to become 'oout of touch'; witn nimsett. Bed-
time is when Daddy says, or at such and such a clock-time, rather
than when J Vq*, qbiological time). It is obvious that machinery can
be apowerful aid to false premises (e.g. alarrn clocks). This is paralleled
by the "proliferation o1 means" (Goodman) in cognitive education:
machines to "motivate" children for example

"But what about the unhealthy child-surely he does need to be
told?" Not at all. Even the unhealthy child knows best in the sense
that "the fool who persists in this folly will become wise".

Summerhill demonstrates how children who have missed out on
qlay at their previous school, need to run wild for long periods before
they are_going to be interested or happy in finding out intellectually
lgain._ Tle regression therapy of R. D. Laing is also premised on the
idea that if patients don't know best, then they still know best ! They
carry the record of the gaps in their own emotional development and
this record is monitored by their deepest wishes.

Three advocates of programmed learning say this about personality:
"(Such objectives) include such ideas as individuals being-encouraged
to develop their own interests and attitudes so that the ultimate product
is- an _expression of a unique personality. But this is only within limits.
The desire to be a fascist, a morbid interest in pornography, and similar
bents which are not compatible with society's ideas ol wtrdt men should
be like, are not fostered- but discouraged 6y our educational system.,,1?
Evidently the desire to be a fascist needs no explaining-we are back
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with our old friend original sin. The paucity of this sort of theorising
would not concern us if there were no direct cbnnections with intellectua'i
education (and by extension, with programmed learning).

Neill has been much criticised for not emphaiising cognitive
training enough at Summerhill. (In practice of course he-leav-es the
who-le cognitive vs. emotional, work vsi play controversy to the chirdren
to decide: it's none of reacher's busineis Io do the bilancing.) How-
ever, Neill is sur-ely correct-when one begins to consider the-centrality
of the argument from cognitive superioritylo orthodox education theory.
The wedge of authoritarianism isbften driven in by the tip of coenitive
'orequirements". The whole idea of ,,requirements" wbich the" child
does not feel as such is a massive alienation: with serf-regulating in-
dividuals, the environment serves up notice of requireme'nts td the
body/rlind, and the chitrd responds 6ecause he wanti to.

Skinner's whole system 
-is 

based on ths assurnption that pro-
grammers know the end-goal specifications for development, either
emotional or intellectual, whereas in reality each child carries iris own
programme with him and has his own unique and therefore valuable
perceptions- and- insights on the world. fuioreover, just as the self-
regulated child is aware of his own physical and emt>tional needs or
gap!, so he is aware of intellectual 'tgaps" and this awareness is the
feeling of cunosity. If sornething doesn t nrake sense, we want it to.
We have a vague knowledge of what it is we don't know. This
interior.prompting, Iike sleepiness or the urge to play. is weak and
can easily be overridden by an aduli. tcltinglne cnita-what he thinksit ought to know. Mainslrcanr pr.gramrlcir rcarning has based itself
on the notion of a horlrogem,us cqually ignorant targ-et population, the
g*g"t"of whose ignoraltcc is kn.w, exaitty" l' prectice of course:o'The human mind is a. mystcry. 'lir a. very iurge cxie,t it will probably
allvays be so. lve will nevcr gct vcry far'rn elucatior-l until rve realiin
this, and give up the delusion that wc can know. ilreasure and control
what goes on in the children's minds.",.

But where "intrinsic programming"r,, attempts to admit some
differences in knowle.l-ge, the-piobiem iJ rnarle woise. not better. Sup-
pose a computer could work out exactly what we didn,t know aid
structured tle programme to fit each one of us uniquely: we would
free-wheel along to the vastest erudition. until somebne bler" up the
nearby power-station, that is. our capacity to fornrulate questions to
ourselves would have atrophied conlpletlly. precisely b'ecause the
machine was so good at tellihg us what-we deeoid to know. As John
-FJolt says, you can tell an educated person nor. by how much he knows
but by how he acts when he doesn'[ know.

The machine in capitalist society clominates the worker: dead
labour. weighs.over living. The softwiire of the programme represents
an objectif,cation of past creativity which can erislaie and reduce the
creativjty of children and intelleciual workers unless Lhey are free to
control their own lives, including the .,mix,, of work and play, computer-
p{ogramme or leacher and peers, etc. Instead of bein-e the milieu in
which we are free to explore and create and change, orl cuttoiuf truoi
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tion becomes instead a series of package programmes to be o'got
'through"; the practical-sensuous world restructured to fit the crude
binary logic of teacher or programme. krstead of centring himself,
relaxed and open on the pr:oblem for-itself, the child anxiously orientates
his thinking in relation Io authority. Often, indeed, uses the greatest
creative intelligence to devise selfJimiting and self-defeating "producer
strategies" (Holt): how to please teacher, how to get the programme
finished.

Central also to the mainstream of programmed instruction is the
idea of control, making sure the child travels on predetermined cogni-
tive paths laid according to what seems "logical" to the teacher.
(Branching programmes are fundamentally no different.) Concentration
on factual content hides the relationship between facts, the structures
of the subject matter, knowledge of which is understanding. Unless
understanding is presenl. transfer will be poor, but to make the struc-
tures themselves items of knowledge on a par with content-facts is to
transmit a totally false ideology of Objective or "Third-Person"
(Alasdair Maclnt;,re) Truth. In addition to imparting habits of un-
questioning reaclivc obedience to authority, it is likely that rnost
programmes engender rigid cognitive rrodes. It l.hercfore coures as no
surprise to learn o1' a s(udy2" where dognratisrn and achievement on a
programme were corrclatcd t .53, despite thc normal inverse corrc-
lation between authorilitrianism and general achievement. (It is also
interesting to note tlritt two workers" who have studied vrhat they
.call "normative feedback" (consensus of impressions among factory
inspectors) in the ahsence of available "objective binary criteria" (a
'precision machine to measure degree of smoothness) have discovered
that the "experts" were no better at judging metal surfaces than nalve
subjects. And where is our profiio-meter when it comes to measuring
people?)

Nevertheless, it rvould be foolish to condemn all progranrmed
instruction. It has its A. S. Neills and its Montessoris tor-r. I shall
now discuss approaches and applications that seem to me conrpatible
with a healthy meanirrg of the word "education".

A key paper is ihat of R. F. Mager in tr961.2' He observed that
what seems a iogical way of arranging material to the teacher, may be
baffiing to a pupil with his own unique con{igural.ions of iusight and
ignorance, his own scherrres for organising nraterial into meaning. "nl-
though there are several schemes by rvhich sequencing (of presentatiorr of
'frames') can be acct>r-nplishecl, and although it is generally agreed
that an effective sequence is one ivhich is meaningful to lhe learner,
Lhe information sequence to be assimilated b), the learner is traditionaliy
dictated entirely by the instructor or programmer. To obiain
Iearner-generated sequences, a procedure was develope.d which gave the
learner control over a curriculum of instruction."

The instrucfor explained to each pupil that he would try to act
purely as a responsive mechanism to the pupil's questions (about elec-
tronics). Of six pupils, all approached the subject in different ways
,(once they had got over their amazernefit at really being in charge).
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Very often the instructor could not understand the reasons lying behind
the questions and order of questions of the pupil: how much more
difficult therefore for instructees to follow the "logical" arrangement
of someone else when they are not experts in the subject matter! The
study also suggested that the learner's motivation increased in propor-
tion to his control over the material to be learnt. "Although, under
continuous threat of examinations, we can ensure that content will be
learned, we undoubtedly extinguish content-approaching behaviour at
the same time."

In a later experiment23 Mager and McCann remodelled a tradi-
tional expert-taught six months' course in errgineering. They assumed
that all their pupils knew something of the material already and were
capable of deciding how to improve their knowledge to coincide with a
paper specifying what the course ought to have given them by the end.
By leaving the pupils to ask the questions they achieved the following
results:

(1) reduced six months' course to between eight and len weeks;
(2) better quality engineers, more confident in tackling problems;
(3) less time taken by the "cxperts" in lecturing and tutoring the

trainees;
(4) every student wanted 1o know different things ancl in difierent

order within the ovcrall objective of becoming better engineers.
In another paperz4 Mager describes how he discovered how his

own programming had been gctting in the way of his lealners. He
relates the inability of his collcagucs to believe that his studenls would
be able to ask the "right" c;ucstions. Kay, Dodd and Sime"' voice the
same doubts: "Sometimes (thc student) will be unable to discern his
needs: sornetimes he will bc unablc to ask the qucstions rvhich will
satisfy them." The vast theoretical divide stcmming frorn this sort of
issue has already been indicated. Mager's position is tentative but
clear: "Rather than research froru the strangling assumption that the
instructor ls necessary, I feel we could learn more by assuming that
he is not necessary until proven otherwise." He points to studies where
prcrfessors have only lectured to half the class and left the olher half
to educate themselves. Hor,,,ever, even if self-instruction in groups
shouid be proved deficient in some respects, that does not throlv us into
the camp of the teachers. Learner-controlled instruclion with the
"instructor" as an efficient responsive system refraining from imposing
his own closures and formulations, has still to be discredited. The
"instructor" will find (if he can maintain this role of friend and
information-store) how mismatched he is to the assumptions and
schemas of the learner. The medium is the message. and formulating
cluestions and then searching for information that will enable us to asll
more and more advanced or more relevant questions: dris process is
at the heart of true education.

Mager's approach in programming is thus parallel to self-directive
therapy and self-regulative education. His descriptions of his electronics
course sornewhat resemble Simon Stuart's English lessons described in his
book Say. Vincent Cambell suggests26 that self-directive learning becomes
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more appropriate compared with conyentional programmes as the sub-
ject programmed requires more and more understanding: it will prove
superior to conventional programmes in the ease of transfer of the
understanding gained. Moreover, "the most promising single result . . .

was the beneficial effect of a week of practice in self-direction during
which critical self-appraisal of study tactics was encouraged. Breaking
the student's passive set 'to be taught' seemed to be the crucial factor
in the practice sessions. . . . If crudely improved self-direction can
equal or excel programmer-controlled instruction in a wcek or two, how
much greater might be the gain over months and years of learner-
controlled instruction?"

R. E. Grubb reports2T a course in learner-controlled statistics" FIe
cites Bruner2s in arguing that the teaching of the structure of subject
matter is every bit as importilnt as teaching its content. [n alosl pro-
grammed instruction the learner cannot see the course for the frames:
how would it be to provide a system of maps of the structure of a
discipline? Aided by a computer a studcnt could "zfiom in" on sub-
jects and topics that interested him, skipping and revisiug according
to his purposes, learning inductively or deductively as suited him best"
making connections across on the basis of concrete topic ratirer than
following some analytic tree to a high level of abstraction and down
again, making his own way through the subject until grasping the
whole coherently according to the synthesis of the map or through a
personally desired schema.

Self-directed programmes would need computer memories lo rccold
the questions most frequently asked by the student, and rnodules pre-
pared accordingly. The instructor's job would be to answer or to
explore in common with the student, any questions of a clivergenl and
criginal kind. Assuming a friendly instructor, there would thus be a
"reward" for relevant original questions built into the progratnme.

Medical diagnostics is the sort of task which could be taught by
a kind of logical game with the computer. The computcr could present
an initial list of symptoms and the learner could diagnose or ask
questions of the "patient". The "patient" would also be thc diagnos-
lician howsvcr, since the cornputer coulcl be programmecl lo detect ryhen
the student wasn't using all his infornration, or had guessed.

Obviously such a training would nced to bc supplementerl by
enough non-verbal "gestalt" perception of the reerl patients, or e1.se the
medical profession would stay rutted in its own verbal catcgories, thus
reducing the chances of creative transcending of current symptornato-
logical formulations. (New creation can only come from receiving as
rnany clues from the real world as possible. Otherwise the iabelling
process takes over and leads to a progressiye information entropy.)

A second general caveat is the necessity for irnpressing on the
student the essential contingency of programmed instruction: sonlc-
body made it and he could have made it differently. l'he best way to
teach this is to create opportunities for students to create their own
programmes for each other or for younger brothers and sisters.

Crutchfleld and Covingtonzo are concerned with the dangers of
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homogenisation of content and ways of thinking among users, of con-
vcntional programmes. "The diversity of ways of thinking in the group
is one of thC crucial conditions favouring originality of thought in the
individual." They add, "The very characteristics of a good programme
that makes for smooth spoon-fed learning may militate against creative
stimulation of the individual." Idcntifying creativity with a Master
Thinking Skill of deploying various sub-skills such as "origrnal flownn,
testing against reality, intuition and analysis, they go on to recommend
"repeated practice at making creative responses directly within the
context of meaningful creative tasks". This "creative-acts-in-miniature"
approach requires frames with more time, bigger steps between frames,
and the encouragement of diversity of response provided the original
rcsponses are still intrinsically disciplined, i.e. by the student's desire to
solve the problem and produce ideas relatable to that end. Accordingly
they devised a fascinating series of detective-stories-cum-programmes
for eleven-year-olds in which the "locus of cognitive initiative" remains
always with the learner. The learner identilcs with either Jim or Lila,
who have an uncle who is an amateur detective. Each lesson poses a
mystery and is interrupted by frames during which the child is required
to restate the problem and ask questions. Feedback comes from the
(unusually creative) Jim and Lila and from the uncle who is always
sceing ncw clues. A test of creativity involving problem-solving (how
could a man in a pit get out?) and divergence (unusual uses for a
brick, new adaptations for toys, etc.) was given to the experilnental
group of ninety and to a control group who had been familiarised
with the stories to a small extcnt. The results indicated a considerable
gain in both typcs of crcativity among the experimental group. In a
modified repeat experiment it was found that the acceleration in ability
of the programmc users was rapid, i.e. after only very modest instruc-
tion. Crutchfield and Covington take this as evidence against the idea
that they have somehow instilled creativity or "trained" it in the
children conccrned. Rather, they consider that they are sensitizing the
child to skills he already po,sse,r,r€.e, and activating their use.

Shackel and Lawrence describe3o the tendency of conventional
programmes to compel all students "to travel predetermined cognitive
paths, all leading to the same terminus". Is it possible to ally the
hopeful aspects of programmed instruction (self-pacing, self-directing)
with open-endcd programmes designed to cncourage creativity? Their
programme incorporated the following exercises: Supposing, riddles,
rhymes, rhythms, commonplace things, opposites, likcnesses, rearrang-
ing, similes, humour and the five senses. They found that the fluency
and elaborative abilities of their experimentai children improved
markedly, as well as their flexibility and originality. Interestingly there
was carry-over to figural abilities despite the verbal (and possibly
shallow?) nature of thc exercises in the programme.

'l-hc high degree of significance of the results cannot be argued
away, but in general programmes designed to "teach creativity" seem
t<; be cxamplcs of what Goodman calls "proliferation of means". If
thc children had learned freelv and creativelv from entrv into school
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(as they had done until school age) would not a programme "to improve
creativity" have been irritatingly trivial and superfluous? On the other
hand, if the creativity programmes are fun, like the detective stories,
then that is a different matter, and anyway it is up to free children to
judge programmes and to do what they enjoy.

It is important to emphasise the possibility of integrating many
different activities into a programme. Tucker and Hartley'|1 devised
a successful programme to teach line symmetry, which invoived primary
children in discussion, collection of objects, talking with the teacher,
observing naturg cutting and foiding paper, etc. In addition the pro-
gramme involved a break with the typically Skinnerian assumption of
learning as an individual-talk and sociability must interfere with the
Stirnulus-Response bonds! Instead it is now generally recognised that
learning in groups and pairs can be just as effective, if not more so,
since it allows for more sources of correction and originality. In this
study, Tucker and Hartley found that where children of mixed ability
were paired, significant levelling-up, not levelling-down, resulted.

To summarise: the question of the "impersonality" of the pro-
grammes can be seon to be irrelevant. Behavioural assumptions behind
teaching and with them mainstream proglaurrned instruction, can be
rejected. But there are indications, especially deriving from the work
of Mager, that programmed instruction may be a valuable aid in a
libertarian education. "What we need to do, and all we need to do,
is bring as much of the world as we can into the school and classroom,
give children as much help and guidance as they need and ask for;
listen re.spectfully when they feel like talking; and then get out of the
way. We can trust them to do the rest."32 Computers, teaching
machines and various kinds of programmed materials can all be brought
into the classroom. The real test is whether free and healthy children
enjoy them and profit from their use.
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A growing number of principals, teachers and higher educa-
tional administrators I have tulked to believe that the most basic
causes of the crisis are outnroded teaching methods and pro-
grammes. And student boycotts are thc rnost effective tool to
f.orce reforms.

As Mr. Bardyl llirana, onc of the nrenrhers of the local
school board, put it to mc: "Students rcach il point of maturity
at a much earlier age today and know thal. their lives are their
own. They do not accept as gospel what is offered to them by
the school administration. -fhe only body who can make ths
school system work is a combination of parenls. of teachers and
of students." A few Washington high schools have hegun to
experiment with this approach.

-HENRY 
BRANDoN: "Anarchy T'hreatens America's

High Schools". Sunday Times, 1,5 February, 1970

OBSERVATIONS ON ANARCHY IO7:
GOODMAN ON EDUCATION
fs peur, GooDMAN AN ANARCHTsT or an advanced liberal? He says that
when he addresses student audiences he is ntet with sullen silence. I
am not surprised!

First of all it is the job of anarchists in the student moYe{nent not
to campaign for increased entry into this society but to smash this
society and to construct another. This society is a network of power
structures in which a few people dominate the rest. Education is no
exception. Before any really fundamental change can take place the
educational power structure must be smashed" This society cannot
tolerate fundamental changes in the educational s.vstem owing to the
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,central role it plays in indoctrination and providing technical and
intellcctual labour. If the aim is to smash this socicty then why is
confronting it hostilcly a waste of time? This society is steadily dis-
integrating and the process of disintegration is fast outpacing Paul
,Goodman's naive reformism.

I agree with the contention that experience is the best way to
Iearn and that isolation from society is a bad thing. But that is what
Paul Goodman is proposing when he talks about a protective environ-
ment and he stifl envisages domination by teachers. I feel that children
have no need to be protected from an anarchist society since, I hope,
.anarchist society will embody the principles of pe'rsonal freedom
within an organic community structure.

In an anarchist society schools as such will not exist. This is not
to say that centres of information, or information designed for the
young, will not exist but children will not be isolated in a supposedly
protective environment. Children, left to themselves, are curious, and
will ferret out information about things that interest them. All we
have to do is to grant them access to information and, above all,
.experience. Teachers will exist, since children are good at finding
out the people who can explain things to them, but teaching will be
nothing Iike it is today. It seems to me that what children need will
be play and information environments which they can use as they please
and which will be part of the community. Access to information could
be made available to all much in the way public libraries operate today.
.Epsom * * * GEoFFWRIGHT

Bnrr,relu AND DEEpLy RADTcAL essay on education by Paul Goodman
in eNencsy 107. Children should learn from the community: schools
are false. Compulsory reading.

SYNIC, No. 14, February 1970

OBSERVATIONS ON ANARCHY l0t:
REMEMBERING MARTIN SMALL
I snouro LIKE To epp a few words to Colin Ward's memoir of Martin
Small. I first met him after he had temporarily Ieft Oxford, in 1962.
I had just got married, and during that terrible winter of 1962-1963
we were living in a damp little flat in South Hampstead, spending
most of our spare time in constant activity in the Committee of 100,
and uttcrly exhausted from one day to the next. Late one night a
person we didn't know knocked at the door. That was common
cnough, but this was no common person; it was a young man with
very long black hair (when even young men's hair was still short),
huge bright eyes, and a soft ceaseless voice. He was that rare and
,embarrassing thing a beautiful man. He introduced himself by way
of the Committec of 100 and eNencHy as Martin Small, and it turned
out that he was living quitc ncar us.

Hc talked for hours that night, and on several other nights when
he arrived, always vcry late, always unexpected but always welcome,
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alyqys pouring out ideas, names, books, in an undisciplined and un-
critical but fascinating and stimulating stream. I immediatcly thought,.
and seven yeers later I still think, that he was thoroughly medieval:
he was a wandering scholar, obsessed with abstractions, unable to
stop reading and talking and writing, unconcerned by mere secular
things such as time, money, comfort, and so on. so much interested
in the past and thc future that he hardly seenred to be aware of the'
present.

From time to time he would send me copies of the work he was
doing-usually an,enormous exegesis of some obscure apocalyptic or"
episcopal figure (I particularly remember Ponct's Shori Triatise of
Politic Power, many of Winstanley's pamphlcts, most of Haller's Tracts
on I iberty), works which reminded me of nothing more than the
scholastic writers of the Middle Ages. This inrpression was reinforced
when he retired to a monastcry in Scotland in-the spring of 1963, to
t+e pgl in, as he put it in a letter, "the sectarian procLss (pre-Toynbee)
of withdrawal and return with new light tr hope on the-better-world
which we can make and cnjoy". From tintC to time after that he,
would send postcards instcad, inscribed in italic handwriting with
cryptic political-theological reflsctions---cnding in one instance. "Yrs.
on the road to Utopia."

W'e naturally saw less of him when lre lrad rnoved away, but I
remember bumping into hirn on the 1965 Flaster March, his hair cut
sadly short (only, he assured nlt:, to gct a iob packing toys at Galts);
and later I often came across hinr in the Britistr Museum Reading
Room when he was working at thc Pizza ftxprcss. FIe introduced
me to that excellent place, and I rcnronrtr,cr lrirrr'cooking there with an
open copy of some book bcsidc hinr (he uot vcry excited one busy
evening about a new edition <tf Sanrucl Banrford's Passages in tlrc Lile
9f a Radical----or was it The Autohi<tgruphy of Joseph Arch; or per-
h-aps both, o! two busy evcnings?). Wr: htd protound clisagreements
about most things-whether thcy wcrc suporliclal matters suih as his
admiration of the novels of William Goclwin or his interpretation of
those of William Golding, or morc fundanrcrrtrl ones coricerning the
tnearing of- anarchism, but he was one of lhosc people who are quite
unaffected by mere disagrecment, and there vias'al.,vays a warm ivel-
come whenever and wherever I saw him-and once thb gift of a huge
Ioaf of. garlic bread handed to me in rhe Reeding Room,-still steamiig
fronr the oven and fllling_the atlstere dome wiih a most unschorarr!
odour. Some time later I met _him again when he was teaohing at
Elliott Schooi, showing a justifiable pride in the genuinery remark-able
work he F-ad got his pupils to do; and I would agree witli Colin Ward
that. teaching ,was perhaps his true vocation-es'pecially the teaching
of children, who were more likely to rise to his enthusiasm.

It was soon after this that his single contribution was published
in the Times Literary Supplement, and-in view of Colin Wa?cl's brief
parenlhesis l_should like to explain the circumstances a little more fully.
Martin Small had often tried to rvrite for the Z'L^!, but anyone who
knorvs it and also knows his work in aiNAp"fuv and rnrcr>ona will rcaliss
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that his normal way of expressing himself was quite inappropriate for
its terse and impersonal columns; and he had great difficulty in
,adapting his style accordingly. The article in question was "hacked
about for publication" because it was not the article he had been
asked for. Instead of the "review of Burton R. Pollin's Godwin
.Criticism" which Colin Ward mentions and which Martin Small had
been invited to write, it was a massive discussion of the whole Godwin
question, getting rid of the book at a very eariy stage. I was the
member of the ZIS editorial staff who was given'the delicate task of
,extracting from this 6,000-word essay the 1.200-word review that was
wanted; it is not quite true that we "simply printed the first three
pages of his sixteen-page typescript"-only two pages actually dealt
with the book, and it was necessary to rescue them and whatever intro-
ductory material was interesting and relevanl, and make the resurlt
look like a complete article. It was a near: thing whether the piece
appeared at all, but it did-on March 20, 1969-and I think the
'operation was quite successful.

I last saw Martin at Oxford, during tire Ruskin Coilege l-fistory
Workshop in November 1969, a couple of weeks away from death
but still fuli of mental {ight, much appreciating Stanley Shipley's
pioneering account of the origins of the English anarchist movement,
arguitg about William Godwin as always. and also about his new
interest" George Eliot, still very much the wandering scholar, surrounded
by friends and fuli of talk. a living example of what places like Oxford
were meant to be and could be yet-iiving, alas, no longer. I thini(
we should remember people like Martin Small. The moveirrent v/e
share with him tends to be rememberecl only in terms of printerJ publi-
cations, dramatic events, news itenrs, conflicts and tendenc:ies. 

" It is
iglogant- to remember thtrt it is more than anything else the people
Iike }lartin who give it cxactly those qualities which kcep it alive 6ut'which cannot be capturcd in woi-rJs.
Harrow:r+**'*'

I Hao xNowN sinoc Augusl thal Martin ha<l rro hope ol'recovcry: but
in his presence it rvas hard to bclicvc-- his nrind was so alive-,and so
dissimulation was easl,. Yct in thc cnd I think I wtrs glad that his
,dying was not prolonged any furiher: I prefer to remember hiin as
ihe._sturciy, bare-footed. brorvn-skinned student with a perpetual boyish
smile. I was very glacl to read your tribute to him. it seemed to me
to sum up tllg essence of the. man perfectly. It made me proud to
have known him; and a*,are at'resh of how much his friends have ]ost
by his death.
Chichester N.G.
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ANARCX{Y 100: A JAPANESE EDITION
ANARCI{v l0A, which consisted ol a new introduction to anarclzisnt under
the title "About Anarchism", specially written by Nicolas Walter, sold
out immediately after publication in tune 1969. It was reprinted as
u pantphlet with the same title in. ltily 1969, and this lrus ttlso sold t,,ell
{copies are still available from the F'reedom Pre,ss).

Since then About Anarchism ftas bccn translated into several languages.
,4 Yiddish translation with the titlc "l,'egn Anarch.izm" has been seria-
lised since August 1969 in the Arganline periodical Dos Fra1,e Vort. A
Iirenclt tran,slation with the title " l'ottr I'Anarchisme" v)as publislted
irr October 1969 as the first ltantplilet of the Centre Internutional de
Recherches sur l'Anarchisme in Switrcrlund, and simultaneously as a
tlottble issue of the French pcriotliuil Anarchisme et Non-Violence
(//r.rs. 18/19); this translation hus bcctt scritilis'ed since February 1970
itt the French periodical Le Conrbat Syn<licalistc. An ltalian traislation
witlt tlte title "Dell'Anarchi,snut" lur,s hat'rt seriulised since October 1969
irt tlte American periotlicul L,'Adunirla dci Rcfrattari. ond since Decem-
lrcr 1969 irt tlrc Italian periodicul l,'lnlcrnlrzionale. A .laputrcse trans-
itttiort is nov itt coLtrse ol ltrtpurutiott, u,ilh the follotvirtg preface.:
/lltottt Anarcli:;m was wlittcrr lirr' (hc hrrndt'cdth issue of the British
ruonthly paper ANARCUv (Junc 1969), and il was of course mairly intenrjed
l'or readers in the Bril.ish anarchisl rrtovcrrrcnt. But it was deliberafely
cxpressed in general terms ancl no[ rcstricted to a purely British <lr
cven a purely anarchist contcxl. ll has thclcfore been found suitable
lirr circulation in several places oulsidc Brilain and in several languages
trlher than English; rvithin a year of pr,rblication it has treen distribuied
in Western Europe, North and South Antcrica, and Australia, and it
trras been translated into French, Italiarr and Yiddish. But the present
rxlition is the first in a non-European langutLgc for rcadcrs ouiside the
liuropean imperialist zone. This is a great honour for me, and I hope
lhat despite the considerabie geographioal and cultural distance between
us rny Japanese readers will {ind something uscful in n-ry work.

It may be worth defining nty position iri the light of what I under-
sland to be the situation of the Japancse anarchist nrovement. I do
rrot think of anarchism as an idea which is limited in eitlrcr space or
tinrc-as a purely European phenomenon which has existed for only
onc century. On the contrary, I think of it as a universal hunran
phcnomenon which has appeared throughout history wlierever and
whcnever people have rebelled against oppression without trying to
t:place it with a new oppression. If this idea has developed into a
r;pocilic ideology in modern Europe, that is a matter of historical accident.
resrrlling from particular economic, social and political circumstances"
I lx'licvc that anarchism, as expressed in my pamphlet, is an idea of
rrrrivr:rsal application with suitable adaptation to local conditions.

I sce the particular value of anarchism in any conditions in its
insislcnc:c that freedom is the highest political end, and that truc
lnrcrlorrr involves equality, just as true equality involves freedom-
l'r'ccrtlrrrr i,r equality; and in its realisation that this end does not justity
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any means, because means determine ends-means are ends' What this
coines to in practice is that anarchists must take carc not to be either
too moderatd or too extreme in two important ways. On one hand,
we must avoid extreme tolerance or extreme intoliranrc; and on the
other hand, we must avoid extreme action or extreme inaction.

Thus it is dangerous for anarchists to imagine that they can work
closcly with othcr groups-such as communists or social'democrats or
liberals or pacifistsl-wilhout compromising their principles: but at the
same time 

-it is dangerous for tEem to ieact against this danger by
relapsing into a sectarianism in which they work with no one and
therLforE achieve nothing. Similarly, it is dangerous for anar,chists to
imaginc that they can usc any methods-such as deceit, infiltration'
man-ipulation, assassination, terrorism-without betraying their prin-
ciples again; but at the same time it is dangerous for !he1n to react
against this danger by relapsing into a quietism in which they use no
methods and therefore do nothing.

So anarchism, which is generally thought of as an extreme faith'
is in fact a faith of moderation-the anarchist wants his freedom, but
not at the cost of other people's freedom. It is this moderation which
causes such fear among all those extremists who want to keep man-
kind divided into masteis and slaves, and which also causes such hatred
among both the masters and the slaves. Anarchists have bitter ex-
perience of the results of this fear and this hatred-in Japan in 1911
and 1923,* as in so many countries at so many times. Thc only way
to make this fear come true and to make this hatred fade away is to
maintain our anarchist principles in everything we do and to repeat the
anarchist message over and over again until it is properly understood.
That is what I have tried to do in this pamphlet.
May 1970 NI(]OLASJ WALtr l:R

*In January 1911 the anarchist leader Kotoku Shusui and several of his comrades
were executed for an allcged plot against thc Empcror. ln Scptember 1923 the
anarchist leilder Osugi Sakau atttl ri()n)c ()t his rclativcs were murdered
by soldiers in the upheaval following thc grcat earthquake, and ten anarcho-
syndicirlis'. lcaders were ntttrdcrcd hy Jrolicc:r littlc latcr. This marked lhe
violent ending of the anarcttist influencc in thc Japanasc left, which had been
considerable for about fiftcen years.--Erl.
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